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Brl/Mxn Corrects Lower, But Still See Mxn Underperformance in Medium-
term - by Chris Shiells and Ed Blake, p3-5

Due to Mexico's challenging GDP growth outlook, the reduction of the real rate 
and lingering risk of credit rating downgrades, we still see scope for Mxn
underperformance in the medium-term. Whilst the Brl rally has paused, and for 
good reason, the arguments we presented for Brazilian economic 
outperformance remain.

Euro Corp Comment: Issuance Slows But it Remains a Seller’s Market
- by Matthew Barrett, p6-7

It was another active week for the European corporate bond market where
another EUR7.455bn printed in the single currency courtesy of eleven issuers
(13 tranches). Whilst being a decent total, it did however mark a considerable
slowdown from the jumbo EUR11.25bn that hit the tape the week prior. What
remained constant though was that there remained plenty of cash directed
toward new corporate offerings…

The CAD Week - Bias is Neutral to Bearish
- by Mark Mitchell, p8-9

We get some major releases this week out of Canada, with manufacturing sales,
CPI and retail sales being released on Tue, Wed and Fri respectively, but
ultimately the most influential topic for the BoC is the ongoing trade war and its
effect on domestic industry.

China Insight: More Small Banks in Trouble as Re-leveraging Underway
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p10

The health of China's smaller banks has come under pressure as Yichuan Rural 
Commercial Bank and Yingkou Coastal bank are said to have suffered bank runs in 
recent weeks amid fears over poor management and liquidity issues.

EU 2/10s Spread – Widening Potential While Dips Hold 23.5
- by Ed Blake, p12

Buy into near-term dips as we await renewed widening through 38.8 targeting
53.5. Stop and reverse on a return below the 23.5 higher low.

AUD/JPY – Wider Bear Trend Ready to Resume
- by Andrew Dowdell, p13

The wider down-trend is expected to resume, with scope seen back to 69.97 
initially. Above 75.00 alleviates short-term pressure, refocusing 75.67/76.29.

CRB Raw Industrials – Downside Risk While 458.15 Caps
- by Ed Blake, p14

Sell into near-term corrective gains towards 447.25 as we await a downtrend
resumption targeting 433.47/420.66. Stop and reverse on a clearance of 458.15.
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It was only last month that we looked at the economic outlooks for Brazil and Mexico and argued
that the longer-term prospects for Brazil, given its reform agenda, point towards Brl
outperformance of the Mxn. However, the surge in Usd/Brl that followed was quicker than we
anticipated and after a couple of negative turn of events in Brazil we have decided to reassess our
outlook.

Negative events in Brazil - ToR Auctions and Lula

1. The ToR oil field auctions - These were seen as a positive driver for the Brl amid expectations of
foreign investor inflows, but they produced disappointing results. Petrobras was the sole bidder
with the exception of the largest oil field, Buzios, which also drew a 10% participation from two
Chinese oil firms, thus there will be nearly no related FX inflows.

2. The Release of Lula - Ex-Pres Lula da Silva has been released from prison on a Supreme Court
decision to allow convicted criminals to remain out of jail until all appeal options have been
exhausted. Thus, he is not an entirely free man and that means he is still not able to run for
public office, because of the clean slate law. However, what he has already started to do and
will continue to do, as long as he is out of jail, is to rekindle and reunite the left opposition in
Brazil that has been floundering, putting more pressure on the government to deliver growth,
but via increased social spending.

Near-term positives for the Mexican peso

1. Carry - Over the last few weeks volatility has dropped and this means a return to the 'hunt for
yield' and Mexico has one of the highest real yields in EMs. Since Dec 2017, the interest rate
differential between Mexico and Brazil has been in the Mxn's favour and increasingly so. The
outlook remains for BCB rate cuts to outpace that of Banxico. This week the Banxico is
expected to cut its benchmark rate by 25bp to 7.50%. This decision would follow the latest
cut by the Fed and would keep intact the US/Mexico rate differential that has been steady at
5.75% for the past 2.5yrs (see dashboard).

2. Fiscal constraint - Since taking power at the end of 2018 President AMLO has pledged to
maintain a primary budget surplus. Finance Min Herrera promised as recently as July that he
would hit this year's 1% primary budget surplus target.

Mexico - longer-term outlook remains bleaker

1. Weak GDP growth - GDP edged up just 0.1% q/q in Q3, after the economy barely avoided a
technical recession in Q2 (see dashboard). Expectations for this year have dropped to near
0%, with growth of just over 1.0% seen in 2020. This growth stagnation reflects a collapse in
investment since the announcement of the cancellation of the Mexico City airport
construction. Lingering uncertainties in the future of the US/Mexico trade relations, especially
in the run-up to the US Presidential election, suggest that a turnaround in investment
dynamics is unlikely to take place in the near future.

2. Protracted Banxico easing cycle to reduce Mxn carry appeal - This weak GDP outlook and high
real rates mean there is plenty of room for the CB to keep cutting rates (see dashboard). The
benign inflation outlook is making it increasingly hard for policymakers to justify the current
monetary policy stance that is still restrictive and a protracted easing cycle taking the
benchmark rate down to 6.0-6.5% is likely. This would erode the Mxn's carry advantage over
time.

3. Mid-term elections to put pressure on AMLO to loosen fiscal reins, leading to rating
downgrades - In spite of the commitment to fiscal responsibility, the risk of deteriorating
public finances persists amid weak growth. By the end of next year, as Mexico heads toward
the midterm elections, it will be crucial to see how the AMLO administration is going to deal
with potential slow growth. Note, Moody's and S&P have negative outlooks on their Mexican
sovereign credit ratings, mainly due to state oil company Petroleos Mexicanos (Pemex), one
of the biggest drags on government finances, which is struggling to boost output while coping
with more than USD100bn of debt.

continued page 5
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Medium-term outlook is still for Mxn underperformance

Due to Mexico's challenging GDP growth outlook, the reduction of the real rate and lingering risk
of credit rating downgrades, we still see scope for Mxn underperformance in the medium-term.
Whilst the Brl rally has paused, and for good reason, the arguments we presented for Brazilian
economic outperformance in October remain. This is mainly due to the agenda of reforms the
government wants to advance the rest of this year and next.

After successfully overhauling the pension system, the Brazilian government now plans to tackle
everything from a notoriously complicated tax system to a bloated state structure. The
advancement of the government's agenda could add 2-2.5% to GDP by the end of next year. It is
this 'moving forward' on wider reforms that should encourage investors to increase bullish Brl
bets, but this may be a gradual progress.

Analysts are becoming more bullish on Brazil's economic prospects in 2020. Record low borrowing
costs will boost lending and consumer spending, and the reform agenda should lift foreign
investor confidence, which should lead to a sustained recovery in economic activity. The
consensus is for GDP growth to accelerate to 2.0% next year and risks are to the upside.

Thus, whilst in the short-term Brl/Mxn could continue its retreat towards 4.462, we still see the
pair heading higher in the mid-term, particularly from mid-2020.

• BRL/MXN extends the broader decline to reach 4.577 (12 November 13-1/2mth low - just
below a major 16-3/4 year rising trendline), before bouncing.

• While 4.726/4.838 zone (7/6 November highs) caps corrective gains, negatively aligned multi-
timeframe studies suggest a resumption of the broader downtrend.

• Below 4.577 and 4.556 (.382 projection of 6.886/4.462 fall from 5.482) targets 4.462/4.481
(2018 low - 14 September and .764x 5.482/4.636 fall from 5.127).

• Only over the 4.838 lower high would negate and suggest broader basing.

Back to Index Page
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It was another active week for the European corporate bond market where another EUR7.455bn
printed in the single currency courtesy of eleven issuers (13 tranches).

Whilst being a decent total, it did however mark a considerable slowdown from the jumbo
EUR11.25bn that hit the tape the week prior.

ECB purchasing rate to be closely watched

What remained constant though was that there remained plenty of cash directed toward new
corporate offerings in an environment where investors still have limited choices when it comes to
achieving an acceptable rate of return.

But, those investors may be finding it even harder to gain exposure in the primary market now
that the ECB has restarted its bond purchase programme, and seemingly at a strong rate.

The central bank's CSPP update last week, showed that it brought EUR2.772bn of corporate bonds
in the w/e 8th Nov, which marked the biggest weekly increase since the w/e 20-Jan-2017, with 35
new securities added.

Amongst the latest bonds added by the central bank were the recent Daimler Nov 2023, Nov
2027 and Nov 2031 bonds which priced on 30-Oct. Distribution stats show that official institutions
and agencies (the ECB?) took EUR535m of the overall EUR4bn transaction.

Also added to the list were Shell's recent Nov 2027, Nov 2031 and Nov 2039 lines, with dist stats
showing “official institutions" took EUR810m, or 27%, of the EUR3bn on offer. That suggests the
ECB was an anchor in the book and helped Shell secure cheap funding with all three tranches
printing 2-3bps through the issuer's existing curve, something which investors may have to
stomach going forward.

Signs positive from latest batch of deals

Looking at last week's supply as a whole and, as mentioned above, demand remained robust with
combined books for the EUR7.455bn of paper exceeding EUR18.35bn with an average cover ratio
of 2.64x.

That total was given a big boost by Harley-Davidson, which was one of the four US borrowers to
hit the single currency last week. The borrower's debut EUR600m 5yr flew off the shelves, and
could have been sold 8.5x over.

The huge demand allowed Harley-Davidson to ramp in pricing 30bp from IPTs to re-offer, which
marks the largest spread compression seen across the week's 13 tranches. On average, the deals
were squeezed in 21.85bps, compared to a larger 30.69bps the previous week.

Accurately pinpointing fair value for some of the week's trades was made difficult due to them
either being debut issues or with the borrower having little in the way of outstanding debt.
However, across deals where fair value was derived, the average NIC came in at a very modest
2.19bps with a handful securing funding flat to, or through, their existing curves. All of which
should be of encouragement to others monitoring the market. continued page 7
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By Matthew Barrett, Senior Credit Analyst
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Bulging pipeline keeps growing

With last week's trades showing that investors remain keen to add inventory via the primary
corporate market and with the ECB remaining supportive, it is expected to be another busy week
as issuers make the most of the window ahead of year-end.

That notion is also enforced by the well-stocked pipeline which got yet more additions on Friday
morning, in the form of EssilorLuxottica S.A (A2/A) and Stryker Corporation (Baa1/A).

Starting with the former and the French-Italian vertically integrated company which designs,
manufactures and distributes ophthalmic lenses, frames and sunglasses, is readying a EUR multi-
tranche benchmark targeting 3.5yr, 5.5yr, 8yr and 12-yr benchmark tranches.

That will follow a roadshow starting Monday (18-Nov) via Citi, Goldman Sachs International,
MUFG and UniCredit.

Funds may be used to help finance the borrower's EUR7.1bn acquisition of rival GrandVision
which was announced in Jul this year.

Also set to hit the road is medical technology giant Stryker Corporation, having hired Barclays,
BNP Paribas, Goldman Sachs, and Morgan Stanley to organize a series of European fixed income
investor meetings from 19-21 Nov.

A EUR SEC-Registered multi-tranche trade made up of 5yr, 9yr and 12yr fixed benchmark tranches
is expected to follow.

The mandate comes after Stryker announce they will acquire the Wright Medical Group N.V. for
USD30.75 per share, or a total equity value of USD4bn and a total enterprise value of USD5.4bn
(including convertible notes).

On Stryker's acquisition announcement investor call, the company disclosed that they will finance
the transaction using mostly new debt and cash on hand, with our US team reckoning they will
need USD2bn+.

Stryker is set to become the latest US borrower to cross the pond and tap the attractive euro
currency for funding, instead of the domestic dollar market.

Last week's deals from US borrowers Harley-Davidson, Abbott Labs, Moody's Corp and Standard
Industries raised the reverse Yankee total for the year further into record breaking territory.
Supply is currently at EUR91.43bn for 2019, and with multi-tranche deals for Stryker
and Albemarle Corp on the launchpad, we could easily reach the EUR100bn mark before the year
is out.

Back to Index Page
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The CAD Week - Bias is Neutral to Bearish
By Mark Mitchell, Senior FX Analyst
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Expected Usd/Cad trading range is 1.3180-1.3300

It was a subdued time in Usd/Cad last week, with the pair's range barely creeping over half
a cent from 1.3213 to 1.3271. The upside push that was sparked by the Trump speech that
talked down the possibility of tariff rollbacks, was capped by the 200 day m/a and there
seemed to be little appetite by the pair to take a run at the key technical indicator.

It was also a quiet week in terms of Canadian data and as you can see by the bottom,
middle pane of the above dashboard, BoC rate cut implied probabilities for a rate cut by
the end of Q1 2020 have hardly changed.

We do get some major releases this week out of Canada, with manufacturing sales, CPI and
retail sales being released on Tue, Wed and Fri respectively, but ultimately the most
influential topic for the BoC is the ongoing trade war and its effect on domestic industry.
That is why tomorrow's manufacturing sales report may be the most interesting of the
three data updates. CPI remains around the 2% BoC target and retail sales has been
subdued of late, as precarious household finances cancel out the recent buoyant labour
market updates.

On the US side, the FOMC minutes on Wed are likely to reveal a central bank that is now
happy to take a pause in policy after three rate cuts in three months.

Usd/Cad starts the week on the soft side, trading down to 1.3210 so far, after US and
Chinese trade negotiators held "constructive discussions" in a phone call on Sat. We still
believe that by Trump's favourite metric, the US stock market, his hard line stance on China
is justified and we will need to see either a sharp slowing in US growth or a major reversal
in US equities for Trump to appear to compromise, so we feel that the Loonie will continue
to be undermined over time by the trade dispute.

Through the 200 day m/a and 1.3350 and 1.3385 are the next targets, while to the
downside we expect major dip buyers to emerge at 1.3150.

• Continues to trade centrally within the Jul/Sep (1.3016-1.3383) range
• The 200-Day MA (approx 1.3275) is keeping bulls in check for now, but above last

week's 1.3271 high can extend towards the Oct/Sep 1.3348/83 peaks
• Below 1.3160 & the 5 Nov 1.3115 low paves the way for a deeper decline through

1.3042/16, opening 1.2917 (16 Oct 2018 low), poss 1.2783 (1 Oct 2018 low)

RISKS - As well as the Canadian data, there are two scheduled appearances by BoC talking
heads this week with deputy governor Wilkins due to speak tomorrow, followed by her
boss Poloz on Thu.

The CAD Week – cont’d
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The health of China's smaller banks has come under pressure as Yichuan Rural Commercial
Bank and Yingkou Coastal bank are said to have suffered bank runs in recent weeks amid
fears over poor management and liquidity issues. Earlier this year, a rare government
takeover of Baoshang Bank and a state rescue of Jinzhou Bank and Hengfeng Bank raised
concerns about the underlying health of hundreds of small banks in China.

Admittedly, China has entered another round of re-leveraging, albeit a softer one this time.
With the fundamental issue of macro leverage unsolved, we expect China's debt-to-GDP
ratio, currently in the 290-300% area, to reach 320% by 2025 (chart 1).

If credit growth continues to accelerate in the ongoing process of re-leveraging, private
sector loans will account for a higher percentage of the commercial banks' loan portfolios.
With the balance sheet outlook of privately-owned enterprises continuing to worsen,
smaller banks will see further deterioration of the asset quality of their loan portfolios.
Chart 2 shows that the cumulative default ratio of private enterprises reached as high as
16.1% in Oct this year.

Back to Index Page

By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• The 21-month narrowing trend hit 11.4 (25 September, 11-year low), before channelling up

through a 13-month falling trendline

• Daily/weekly studies are improving and while short-term dips hold over 23.5, watch for

renewed widening

• Above the recent 38.8 high targets 53.5 (12 July lower high) and potentially 65.9 (17 April

lower high)

• Only a failure to regain 38.8 and/or loss of 23.5 ends the current recovery and leaves 11.4

vulnerable to a re-test

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into near-term dips as we await renewed widening through 38.8 targeting 53.5. Stop and 
reverse on a return below the 23.5 higher low

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 65.9 17 April 2019 lower high 
R4 58.7 38.2% retrace of 134.5/11.4 narrowing, just over 21 May 2019 high at 56.7 
R3 53.5 12 July 2019 lower high 
R2 45.1 22 July 2019 high 
R1 38.8 12 November 2019 high, near 7½ week channel top (40.3) & 23.6% of 134.5/11.4 fall (40.8) 

Support Levels 

S1 28.0 Intersection of a 13-month falling trendline and 7½ week rising channel support 
S2 23.5 31 October/1 November 2019 higher lows, just below the 50DMA at 25.2 
S3 17.2 4 October 2019 low 
S4 11.4 25 September 2019, 11-year low 
S5 1.2 4 September 2008 higher low 
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

• An A-B-C type multi-month correction off 69.97 looks to have completed at 75.67, just ahead 
of the 50-Week MA

• Weekly Stochastics are crossing lower from overbought levels

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

The wider down-trend is expected to resume, with scope seen back to 69.97 initially. Above 75.00 
alleviates short-term pressure, refocusing 75.67/76.29.

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 80.72 17 April 2019 high 
R4 78.05 7 May 2019 high 
R3 76.29 1 July 2019 high 
R2 75.67 7 November 2019 high 
R1 75.00 11 November 2019 high 

Support Levels 

S1 73.00 14 October 2019 low 
S2 71.73 2 October 2019 low 
S3 69.97 26 August 2019 low 
S4 67.00 76.4% of 55.13-105.43 rally 
S5 65.17 .764x 105.43-72.53 fall projected from 90.31 
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Declined within a 17-month falling channel to 433.47 (8 October, 3½ year low), ahead of

minor corrective gains

• Studies are improving, but while 447.25-458.15 zone caps (5 September, 24 July and 12

June peaks), watch for renewed easing

• Sub 433.47 and 428.37 (9 March 2016 low/channel base) risks 420.66 (16 February 2016

low) perhaps 407.54(13 January 2016 low)

• Only above 458.15 would suggest near-term basing and open 470.46 (28 May lower high,

near channel top)

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into near-term corrective gains towards 447.25 as we await a downtrend resumption 
targeting 433.47/420.66. Stop and reverse on a clearance of 458.15

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 494.62 2019 peak – 3 April 
R4 475.41 22 January 2019 former low 
R3 470.46 28 May 2019 lower high, near 17mth bear channel resistance at 466.72 
R2 458.15 12 June 2019 lower high, near the 200DMA at 462.44 
R1 447.25 5 September 2019 lower high 

Support Levels 

S1 433.47 2019 low – 8 October 
S2 428.37 9 March 2016 low, nr 76.4% of 397.31/530.07 (428.64) & 17mth bear channel base (429.14) 
S3 420.66 16 February 2016 low 
S4 407.54 13 January 2016 higher low 
S5 397.31 2015 low – 24 November  
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Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund 
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